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the amount of popular support on which he could rely: he
could ignore the middle-class intelligentsia, and he grasped
what Guizot had failed to grasp, that in an agricultural country
the real middle class are peasant owners, so that an adult
suffrage based on such an easily satisfied and naturally non-
political class could well be made the foundation of a thoroughly
reactionary policy. He had no need of Liberals, " ideologists "
all of them. Prosperity not principles was what the people
wanted—let Liberals and all take to heart Guizot's great
motto and make money. Opposition was meant to be ignored
if weak, crushed if dangerous.
Against such a system Liberals were for a long time helpless.
As we said a moment earlier, what adequate philosophy of
liberty had they to oppose to this new authoritarianism ? They
had never upheld freedom as an end in itself for all; they had
never opposed Press restrictions on principle, but only in
degree. Practical opposition was a virtual impossibility; besides
which, what Ruggiero euphemistically calls " the dictator's
skill in arts of corruption and blandishment " soon won over
all save the most irreconcilable. Thus, unable to form a con-
stitutional opposition either in or out of Parliament, Liberalism
was soon reduced to silence.
Even after 1860, when a slight relaxation of Caesarist
autocracy made mild protest less difficult. Liberalism was un-
able to state anything but a very thin and ineffective doctrine.
It could not, or would not, formulate a clear statement of
political freedom that would have laid it open to the charge
of "democracy"; it did stress the arbitrariness of the police,
the excessive power of officials, but dare not appeal frankly
from Bonapartist despotism either to individual rights or to
popular sovereignty. The essential weakness of Liberal thought
in all its forms was its incapacity for ever opposing the indi-
vidual to the State, not indeed in Spencer's sense of claiming
for the individual right to be left free from State interference
in certain matters (this all Liberals did claim), but in that of
claiming for the individual rights against the State, or better on
the State. It had no belief in any possibility of positive action
—it was therefore purely negative and defensive; once Liberals
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